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ABSTRACT

The recent breakthrough of foundation model (FM) research

raises a new trend to acquire efficient DL models by fine-

tuning FMswith low-resource datasets. Current GPU clusters

are mainly established to develop DL models by training

from scratch. How to tailor a GPU cluster scheduler for FM

fine-tuning workloads is still not explored.

We propose Titan, a scheduler to improve the efficiency

of FM fine-tuning workloads based on their three distinct

features. (1) It takes full advantage of the fixed model struc-

ture to estimate the job duration accurately and configure

the fine-tuning workload efficiently. (2) The multi-task adap-

tivity of FMs enables multiple fine-tuning workloads to share

the same model parameters, which can significantly reduce

the GPU resource consumption. (3) It considers the pipeline

parallelism of FM fine-tuning workloads and concurrently

executes the parameter transmission and gradient compu-

tation to hide the overhead of context switch. Preliminary

simulation result validates the efficiency of Titan.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The foundation model (FM) is an emerging technique to push

the envelope of various artificial intelligence (AI) tasks [1,

10, 11]. Training FMs typically demands thousands of GPUs

for a long time. The expensive cost drives the AI community

to approach a quantity of downstream AI tasks through

fine-tuning. Such FM fine-tuning workloads are becoming

increasingly important in modern GPU clusters.

This paper aims to design a scheduler to efficiently fine-tune

FMs in a large-scale GPU cluster. It is easy to leverage existing

schedulers for general DL training workloads [17, 29, 42] to

manage FM fine-tuning workloads. However, they do not

consider the unique features of FM fine-tuning workloads,

and leave large efficiency space to improve. First, fine-tuning

FMs usually fixes the model structure and explores the op-

timal model parameters. Several works [4, 8, 15] have dis-

cussed the impacts of resource allocations on the job run-

time speed, which raise challenges of estimating the job

duration. The fixed model structure provides an opportunity

to predict the run-time of each job without online profiling.

The execution of FM fine-tuning commonly adopts a hybrid

of data-parallelism, tensor-parallelism and pipe-line paral-

lelism. An effective parallelism execution plan can improve

the job throughput by up to ten times [40], but usually takes

several minutes to search for it. Since the best plan depends

on the model structure, batch size, and input shape, we can

cache these optimal solutions for future use.

Second, a FM fine-tuning workload can be multi-task adap-

tive, i.e., FMs can perform well over several tasks when their

adopted datasets share similar semantic information. This

indicates that several fine-tuning workloads can share the

same model parameters. Thus, we can merge several fine-

tuning workloads into one to improve the GPU utilization

while maintaining the performance.

Third, fine-tuning FMs demands extensive GPU resources

for a relatively short time. This leads to frequent context

switches, each taking up to minutes. The overhead is intoler-

able considering the job duration length. Pipeline parallelism

is a common adoption in FM fine-tuning workloads. Hence

we can pipeline the gradient computation of one job and

parameter access of another job to amortize this overhead.
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Provider Name Model Size Task Code

OpenAI GPT-3 [5] 175 B � �

Ali Cloud M6 [24] 10 B � Δ
Baidu ERNIE 3.0 [39] 10 B � � � Δ

Hugging Face AutoTrain [13] N/A Any �

Table 1: Comparisons of existing fine-tuning service.

We denote �, �, � as NLP, CV, and multi-modal tasks,

respectively. Δ indicates that the user needs to call the

API instead of programming from scratch.

These insights lead to Titan, a novel scheduler that ac-

counts for the distinct characteristics of FM fine-tuningwork-

loads to improve the cluster efficiency. Existing DL sched-

ulers (e.g., Themis [27], Optimus [29], AFS [22], Pollux [30])

assume that DL workloads support the light-weight check-

point and/or data-parallelism to make effective decisions

about resource allocations. However, such assumption is not

applicable to FM fine-tuning workloads. Instead, we choose

two baseline systems for comparisons: a non-preemptive

Shortest Remaining Time First (SRTF) scheduler and Tire-

sias [17], which reduce the number of resource re-allocations.

We simulate Titan on a cluster of 16 nodes with 64 GPUs,

running a ViT-Large/16 [11], a FM for computer vision tasks.

The results present the advantages of Titan over both base-

lines.

2 BACKGROUND

Foundation Model. Recently, AI researchers expect to train

large-scale pre-trained models on massive datasets, which

can further transfer their knowledge over different tasks.

These large-scale models are referred to as foundation mod-

els (FMs). Basically, FMs can serve as a knowledge base to

boost the performance across various tasks, including NLP

[5, 10, 14, 31, 32, 36, 43], CV [7, 18, 25, 26, 34], and biol-

ogy [12, 19, 35].

Fine-tuning-Foundation-Models as a Service. The suc-

cess of FMs motivates AI practitioners to explore their busi-

ness practice. We summarize existing commercial services

about fine-tuning FMs in Tab. 1. Commonly, to fine-tune

a FM, the user needs to prepare a dataset. The scheduler

receives the request, and makes effective resource allocation

to each workload and returns a downstream model with

satisfactory performance.

Pipeline DL Training. Pipeline parallelism is an approach

to partition layers across machines so as to train a FM which

can not be held by a single machine. It also adopts micro-

batches to saturate the pipeline as much as possible to im-

prove resource utilization. DeepSpeed [33], Megatron [37],

and fairscale [3] are popular DL training libraries to support

pipeline parallelism. Our system is empowered by fairscale

to implement pipeline switch, as illustrated in Sec. 4.3.

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION

We design a non-preemptive scheduler to minimize the av-

erage job completion time (JCT) of given FM fine-tuning

workloads. We formulate this job scheduling task as a Mixed

Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem, and call the

MILP solver to determine the resource allocations in the

events of job completion and job submission.

We consider 𝑁 pending jobs: J = { 𝑗1, 𝑗2, 𝑗3 ... 𝑗𝑁 } and 𝑀
available GPUs. The number of allocated GPUs to each job

belongs to a given set A = {1, 2, 4𝑚 |𝑚 ∈ 𝑁 +}. We denote
𝑇𝑖,𝑎 as the progress per time unit of job 𝑗𝑖 assigned with 𝑎
GPUs. The progress per time unit is computed as the number

of iterations per time unit divided by the total number of

iterations. We will discuss how to predict 𝑇𝑖,𝑎 in Sec. 4.1. We
use a binary variable 𝑥𝑖,𝑎 to denote whether 𝑗𝑖 is allocated
with 𝑎 GPUs. The MILP solver can yield a solution to the
following objective:

max

𝑁∑
𝑖=1

∑
𝑎∈A

𝑥𝑖,𝑎 ∗𝑇𝑖,𝑎 (1)

subject to:

𝑥𝑖,𝑎 ∈ {0, 1},∀𝑎 ∈ A,∀𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑁 ] (2)∑
𝑎∈A

𝑥𝑖,𝑎 ≤ 1,∀𝑖 (3)

𝑁∑
𝑖=1

∑
𝑎∈A

𝑥𝑖,𝑎 ∗ 𝑎 ≤ 𝑀 (4)

Objective (1) is to maximize the cluster-wide progress per-

time unit. Constraint (3) ensures that all pending jobs should

be given at most one resource allocation policy. Constraint

(4) ensures that the total number of allocated GPUs does not

exceed the resource capacity.

From the solution of MILP solver, we can identify the re-

source allocation for each job. The number of GPUs assigned

to each job is in set A. Hence we can find a communication-

optimal resource topology for each job. The powerful MILP

solver can yeild the solution very rapidly: the average/maximal

time of optimizing Eq. 1 for the scale of 320 jobs is 0.005/0.16

seconds on 1 vCPU. Next, we discuss how to utilize the

characteristics of FM fine-tuning workloads to improve the

scheduling efficiency.

4 SYSTEM DESIGN

Fig. 1 illustrates the workflow of our designed Titan. The

user submits the dataset to the scheduler. Based on the

dataset scale, the scheduler leverages a lookup table (LUT)

to derive the job duration. Next, it adopts a task merger to

combine several datasets into one to improve the resource

utilization. When certain jobs complete, we leverage a fast

pipelined context switch to hide the context switch overhead.
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Figure 1: Workflow of Titan.

A B Task Merger SRTF

Case 1 20 20 25 30

Case 2 10 20 21 20

Case 3 5 100 102 55

Table 2: The average JCT (min) of individual task, task

merger, and Shortest Remaining Time First.

4.1 Time Estimator

Existing works adopt mathematical models [30] or machine

learning algorithms [44] to estimate the job throughput.

However, they primarily consider the data-parallelism set-

ting and decompose the time cost per training iteration into

gradient computation and synchronization. Besides, they do

not fit into the complicated FM training acceleration tech-

niques including gradient checkpoint, mixed precision train-

ing, frozen training. Fortunately, the fixed model structure

allows to profile the job information in the offline manner.

We propose a simple yet effective method named lookup

table (LUT), which constructs a map T(𝑎, 𝑠,𝑚, ℓ, 𝑎𝑚𝑝, 𝑐𝑘𝑝𝑡)
between resource allocation solutions, training configura-

tions and job throughput. 𝑎 is the number of GPUs assigned
to the job. 𝑠 is the number of gradient accumulation steps.
𝑚 is the global batch size. ℓ is the number of frozen layers
during fine-tuning. 𝑎𝑚𝑝 and 𝑐𝑘𝑝𝑡 denote whether to adopt
the mixed-precision training and gradient checkpoint, re-

spectively. To build such LUT, we use 64 GPUs to profile

as many training configurations as possible, which can be

completed within 37 hours.

For each fine-tuning request, the scheduler determines an

appropriate batch size range and number of epochs based

on the dataset scale. Given a resource allocation strategy, it

searches the LUT to determine the best optimal training con-

figurations tominimize the job latency. A linear interpolation

can be adopted to estimate the run-time of unseen training

configurations. Overall, LUT can not only estimate the job

throughput but also determine the training configurations.

4.2 Task Merger

Apart from time estimation, the fixed model structure also

enables to merge several individual workloads into one by

combining their datasets together. However, the inappro-

priate dataset combination might sacrifice the model per-

formance. The task merger shares a similar challenge with

multi-task learning, which needs to balance the impacts of

various tasks on the model performance. Since the perfor-

mance improvement is not our focus, we pursue to improve

the resource utilization while maintaining the model perfor-

mance. Besides, the generality and transferability of FMs are

relatively robust to task merging. We approach it by requir-

ing users to provide a dataset card. Hugging Face abstracts

away a dataset card to ease the management of a variety

of datasets. The creation of a new dataset card requires the

description of the domain and topic of the dataset, which

contains certain key words, e.g., task category (classification),

object category (cat, dog). These key words encode the se-

mantic information of datasets, which can be extracted from

the dataset description. Hence, the similarity score of these

key words implicitly suggests whether the merged datasets

negatively affect the model performance.

Merge as many tasks as possible is not an optimal way to

minimize the average JCT. In the example of Table. 2, when

the duration of two workloads is close, the task merger can

outperform the SRTF solution in the overall JCT, as illustrated

in case 1. When the duration of task B is twice that of task A.

The average JCT of the task merger is comparable to that of

SRTF. However, when the duration of task B is much longer

than task A (case 3), the SRTF-ordered sequential execution

is a better option. To address this issue, we denote a set of 𝐾
potential task merging policies: S = {𝑚𝑗1,𝑚 𝑗2,𝑚 𝑗3, ...𝑚 𝑗𝐾 }.
Each merged job𝑚𝑗𝑘 is a subset of S. We introduce a binary
variable 𝑦𝑘,𝑎 to denote whether we merge tasks in the set
of𝑚𝑗𝑘 and assign 𝑎 GPUs to it. Otherwise we use 𝑇𝑁+𝑘,𝑎 to
represent corresponding progress per time unit estimated

through LUT. Hence, we can make a re-formulation of our

scheduling problem as follows.

max

(
𝑁∑
𝑖=1

∑
𝑎∈A

𝑥𝑖,𝑎 ∗𝑇𝑖,𝑎
)
+
(

𝑆∑
𝑘=1

∑
𝑎∈A

𝑦𝑘,𝑎 ∗𝑇𝑁+𝑘,𝑎 ∗ 1 + |𝑚𝑗𝑘 |
2

)
(5)

subject to:

𝑥𝑖,𝑎 ∈ {0, 1},∀𝑎 ∈ A,∀𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑁 ] (6)

𝑦𝑘,𝑎 ∈ {0, 1},∀𝑎 ∈ A,∀𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝐾] (7)∑
𝑎∈A

𝑥𝑖,𝑎 ≤ 1,∀𝑖 (8)

∑
𝑎∈A

(
𝑦𝑘,𝑎 +

∑
𝑗𝑖 ∈𝑚𝑗𝑘

𝑥𝑖,𝑎

)
≤ 1,∀𝑘 (9)
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∑
𝑎∈A

(
𝑦𝑘,𝑎 +

∑
𝑘1≠𝑘,𝑘1∩𝑘≠∅

𝑦𝑘1,𝑎

)
≤ 1,∀𝑘 (10)

∑
𝑎∈A

𝑎 ∗
(

𝑁∑
𝑖=1

𝑥𝑖,𝑎 +
𝐾∑
𝑘=1

𝑦𝑘,𝑎

)
≤ 𝑀 (11)

We introduce
1+|𝑚𝑗𝑘 |
2 to re-weight the progress of the

merged task in objective (5), and favor the merged one with

a shorter job latency. Constraints (9-10) ensure that each job

is assigned with at most one allocation policy, and there is

no overlap between individual workload and merged work-

load. Constraint (11) ensures the total number of allocated

GPUs does not exceed the resource capacity under the cir-

cumstance of the merged task.

The task merger might lead to the accuracy loss and data

privacy issues. For accuracy, several papers [9, 16, 38] dis-

cussed how FMs succeed in multi-tasking learning. In prac-

tice, the user can specify the target accuracy. If the task

merger cannot satisfy the target, the model will be trained

alone for a while to recover the accuracy. For privacy, users

can disable the task merger if they care about data privacy.

Our scheduler can lower the priority of such jobs to incentive

users to opt for the task merger.

4.3 Pipeline Switch

The expensive overhead of context switch between fine-

tuning workloads exacerbates the scheduling flexibility and

delays the job progress, especially for short-term ones. Fig. 3

presents the context switch overhead of ViT can be up to

46 seconds. Inspired by PipeSwitch [2], we propose pipeline

switch to amortize such overhead.

Fig. 2 presents how to pipeline the gradient computation

of job 𝑋 and parameter transmission of job 𝑌 . Each machine
maintains the entire model structure and partial model pa-

rameters. Both jobs 𝑋 and 𝑌 adopt the pipeline parallelism
on 4-GPUmachines, and the FM is partitioned into four parts.

For naming conventions, we use the subscript of job 𝑋 and
𝑌 to denote the partition. Also, we use the superscript 𝐹 ,
𝐵 and 𝑇 to represent the forward propagation, backward
propagation and parameter transmission respectively. When

the context switch happens between jobs 𝑋 and 𝑌 , we can
overlap the parameter store of job 𝑋 and the parameter load
of job 𝑌 across machines. We also can pipeline the gradient
computation and parameter transmission as much as possi-

ble in each machine. To this end, we require the task 𝑌 to
compute from machine 4 to machine 1. On machine 4, after

completing 𝑋 𝐹
4 , we can save the partial parameters of job 𝑋

subsequently. Next, the partial parameters of task 𝑌 can be
loaded into machine 4, and𝑌 𝐹

1 starts execution. Note that our

pipeline adoption differs from PipeSwitch: (1) we consider

the pipeline parallelism while PipeSwitch only focuses on

Figure 2: Pipeline model propagation and parameter

transmission. D2H indicates saving parameters from

device (GPU) to host (CPU). H2D indicates loading pa-

rameters from host (CPU) to device (GPU).
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46

29
22

6 5 7

naive pipeline

Figure 3: Context switch overhead of ViT-Large/16 with

an allocation of 8 GPUs, 4 GPUs and 2 GPUs between

naive methods and our adopted pipeline switch.

single GPU tasks; (2) our proposed reverse direction param-

eter load enables to hide the overhead of parameter switch

while PipeSwitch fails to achieve it.

5 PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Trace Analysis.We study a trace of FM training/fine-tuning

workloads from a production GPU cluster in our institute.

This trace contains 18471 jobs over a period of 3 months on

a cluster of 88 nodes, a total of 704 NVIDIA V100 GPUs. We

select a subset of jobs the duration of which ranges from

5 minutes to 10 hours to emphasize the difference among

different traces. Fig. 4 (left) compares the job duration dis-

tribution over Philly [23], Helios [21], MLaaS [41] and our

adopted trace (FMTrace). We observe that short job duration

(within 30 minutes) accounts for exceeding 50% of FMTrace.

This implies that frequent context switch will lead to the

performance loss of FM fine-tuning workloads. Fig. 4 (right)

presents the GPU request distribution, and suggests that the

distributed execution prefers FM fine-tuning workloads.

Simulator Constructor.We profile the job throughput of

ViT-Large/16 [11] over various training configurations in-

cluding accumulation steps, batch size, the number of frozen

layers, mixed-precision training and gradient checkpoint.

Note that the batch size scale is relatively large compared to

other configurations. Therefore we profile across a batch size

scale of (64 ∼ 512) with a base-√2 exponential increasing
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Figure 4: Trace characterization.

Scheduler Policy Average JCT Makespan

SRTF 1.68h(ours) 33.09h

Tiresias 1.67h 33.09h

Titan (w/o task merger) 1.23h 33.11h

Titan (w/o pipeline switch) 1.16h 29.01h

Titan 1.04h 29.01h

Table 3: Summary of evaluation results.

workload density 0.5 1 1.5 2

% of jobs with JCT reduction 18% 19% 20% 19%

% of jobs with JCT increase 6% 8% 7% 11%

Table 4: Detailed comparison between Titan and SRTF.

order. We also collect the time cost of context switch with

and without our pipeline switch mechanism over resource

allocations, as depicted in Fig. 3. Regarding the simulation

trace, we transform the requested GPU-time to the dataset

scale. We follow the submission pattern and distribution

of FMTrace to synthesize our workload including 320 jobs

submitted within first 8 hours.

Evaluation Results. Tab. 3 presents the average job com-

pletion time and makespan of Titan and its variants as well

as other baselines. Tiresias can achieve a competitive perfor-

mance to SRTF policy because SRTF suffers from significant

context switch overhead. Titan can reduce 38% average JCT

and 12% makespan compared to baseline schedulers. More-

over, task merger and pipeline switch contribute to 15% and

10% average JCT reduction respectively. We also vary the

workload density relative to a total number of 320 jobs while

keep the cluster capacity fixed, as shown in Fig. 5. When we

increase the job density, the average JCT of all scheduling

policies become longer. Moreover, the performance gap be-

tween Titan and baselines also increases in the case of the

denser job workload. Tab. 4 reports the percentage of jobs

that receive the significant JCT reduction and increase com-

pared to SRTF over different workload densities. Exceeding

50% jobs experience at most 10% JCT increase or decrease

compared to SRTF. We ignore these jobs with relatively small

JCT changes, and only consider at least 10% JCT reduction

and increase as significant JCT changes. We find that around

20% jobs get benefits from Titan, and only a small proportion

of jobs are delayed by Titan. Overall, preliminary results

show promising performance of our proposed Titan to man-

age FM fine-tuning workloads.

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
Relative Workload Density
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4

A
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. J
C
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ou
r))r

Tiresias SRTF Titan

Figure 5: Performance across variousworkload density.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORKS

This paper presents Titan, a scheduling system tailored for

FM fine-tuning workloads in GPU clusters. We leverage a

lookup table for training time estimation and configuration

identification. Whereby the multi-task adaptivity of FM fine-

tuning, we propose the task merger to improve the cluster-

wide job throughput. Besides, we design pipeline switch to

address the expensive overhead of initializing a new job.

As future works, we aim to extend Titan from the fol-

lowing perspectives. First, data processing can impact FM

fine-tuning in terms of job throughput. A poor policy makes

data processing a bottleneck of FM fine-tuning. Furthermore,

the task merger requires to combine several datasets into one

and complicates the data processing. Existing GPU clusters

can offer abundant CPU resources, and data processing can

be isolated from gradient computation. Hence we can allo-

cate certain CPU resources to process data samples ahead of

FM fine-tuning. This is one optimization direction to accel-

erate FM fine-tuning workloads.

Second, the billion-scale parameter size of FMs and inten-

sive fine-tuning requests can result in formidable storage

consumption. It is critical but challenging to reduce the stor-

age cost. Parameter-efficient fine-tuning approaches [20, 28]

aim to tune much fewer trainable parameters while main-

taining a satisfactory performance. We can incorporate these

approaches into Titan to reduce the storage overhead.

Third, our current pipeline switch only supports to overlap

parameter load and gradient computation across machines.

Indeed, PipeSwitch [2] has demonstrated the feasibility of

context switch in a single GPU. We can also asynchronously

execute the parameter load and gradient computation in a

single GPU to further amortize the overhead and improve

the resource utilization.

Fourth, fine-tuning FMs often requires pipeline parallelism

with certain idle machines (Fig. 3). We can fill certain FM

inference workloads into these idle blocks to improve the

resource utilization. The management of both FM inference

and fine-tuning workloads will bring a new challenge.

We will continue to improve our system design, and make

the above potential extensions. Moreover, we will develop a
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prototype atop Kubernetes [6], and deploy it in a production

environment to validate its practicability.
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